
MIO Step 3 Pedometer with
Alarm

This pedometer includes a loud pull pin panic
alarm for peace of mind when walking.
Accurately tracks your steps, distance and
calories; program with your stride length and
weight for increased accuracy. Clip on to your
waist and you are ready to take the first steps to
a healthier lifestyle.

CholesTrak® Home Cholesterol Test Kit
Know your cholesterol level every day with this
proven, easy-to-use home test kit. Results in
just 12 minutes without having to fast.
Approved by the FDA, this test is equivalent
in accuracy and sensitivity to hospital sens-
ing systems. Includes everything you need to
obtain two accurate cholesterol readings: 2
test devices, 2 record charts, 2 lancets, 2
gauze pads, 2 bandages, instructions and
Q&A brochure.
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Purely Yours™ Professional Breast Pump with Carry All
Pump: Adjustable suction and cycle settings
simulate baby’s nursing pattern; maximize
milk production and personal
comfort level. Pump anytime,
anywhere with AC adapter or AA
batteries. Stylish black tote bag
carries pump and accessories; keeps
mother’s milk cooled and stored for
10 hours. HygieniKit® allows single or dual pumping; prevents contaminant's
from entering milk with unique closed milk collection system. Pump may be
removed from tote, or operated inside the tote bag for added privacy. Pump
directly into bottles or freezer bags – two built-in holders accommodate either
container. Contents: Purely Yours™ breast pump, dual HygieniKit®, microfiber
Carry All tote, AC power adapter, milk storage guide magnet, and Cool’N Carry
insulated tote bag with 3 cooling elements and six 4oz bottles with tops. 1-year
warranty.

Breast Pump

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
EVF17077 Ea N/A

Evenflo®

Home Diagnostic Equipment

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
ACU80202 Ea N/A

XL15 Digital Pedometer
Large, EZ-View flip

down screen features 12/24 hour clock with
"P" indicator for "PM", step counter
(counts steps taken up to 99,999), distance
counter (counts distance covered up to
999.99 miles or km, stride length input 1ft -
5ft), and calorie counter (counts calories
burned up to 99,999 kcal, body weight
input 80lb - 300lb). Includes English
instruction manual (inside cover), waist
clip, and LR1130 button cell battery. 1-year
warranty.

Accutech, LLC

A&D Medical

*Special Order Item

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
ANDXL15 Ea N/A

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
HEI400489 Ea,Bx6 N/A

Acu-Life Optical Scope Kit
Home use ostoscope to help families report symptoms
more accurately and monitor progress after treatment.
All tools necessary for examination of eyes, ears, nose,
throat and teeth. Includes a bright penlight with
multiple attachments: magnifying headpiece, nose and
ear speculum, tongue depressors and mouth mirror.
Uses 2 AAA batteries (not included).

The Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC) recently reported that 30

percent of American adults (20 and older) — more
than 60 million people — are obese. Obese is defined
as having a body mass index (BMI) greater than 30.
Being obese increases the risk of many health condi-
tions. Fortunately, achieving significant weight loss
can decrease a person’s odds of developing one or
more of these conditions.

Health Enterprises

Available
Product # Size Color UOMs HCPCS
MIO00051CDCLS Petite Blue/Black Ea N/A
MIO00041CDCLS Large Black Ea N/A

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
MIO0052USRED2 Ea N/A

MIO Classic Select Heart Rate Monitor Watch
Superior MIO technology gives accurate ECG readings
WITHOUT a chest strap. Now check your heart rate
quickly and easily at any time. Simply press the two
buttons on the face of the HRM watch and it reads
your heart rate in 4-5 seconds. Also, counts calories
consumed during the day against a target to let you
know when you reach your daily calorie quota. Full-
featured sports watch with time, date, chronograph, alarm
and back light. Petite size fits wrists up to 6.75”; large size
fits wrists over 6.75”. Limited 1 year warranty.

MIO

Hundreds of New Items have been added to our line – check them out!
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EarCheck Middle Ear Monitor
The EarCheck Monitor accu-

rately detects the presence of inner ear fluid (otitis
media with effusion) which may be associated with
acute ear infection by using sound waves. In a
quick and painless procedure, EarCheck Monitor
sends a pleasant chirping sound into the ear canal.
Some of this sound bounces off the eardrum and is
sent back to the instruments built-in microphone.
Sophisticated electronics inside the monitor ana-
lyze the reflected sound to determine if the ear
drum is working normally. The more fluid present,

the greater the reflected sound. Within seconds EarCheck monitor provides an
easy to interpret result to determine if your child has fluid in the ear and can
assist you in determining when to seek medical attention. 6-month warranty.

UV HAWK™ Ultraviolet Sunlight Meter
The UV HAWK™ tests the intensity of

UV radiation anytime, anywhere. It is a must have to test
the UV risk level before you spend a prolonged time at the
beach, garden, or anywhere else where you will be
exposed to sunlight. The meter gives a rating in the UV
Index Standard to let you know your risk level. Detects
both UVA and UVB spectrum rays and has SPF adjust-
ments as well as skin tone color adjustments. Also tests
how effective your sunglasses, car windshield, or sun block
is at blocking UV rays. Prolonged exposure to UV rays can

not only cause sunburns, but it can lead to more serious
problems such as forms of skin cancer, and decreased immune system function.
Includes clip on wrist strap and battery. 6-month warranty.

AlcoHawk Slim Digital Breath Alcohol
Detector

Affordable and accurate semiconductor breath alcohol
screening device features a sleek personal design, roughly
the size of a cell phone, made of impact resistant material.
The unit screens for the presence of alcohol quickly and is
discreet and easy-to-use. The Slim is equipped with a clear
Ruby Red L.E.D. display and comes pre-calibrated, ready for
use, with a folding mouthpiece design for maximum
portability and 3 mouthpiece covers for sanitary use by
multiple users. FDA 510(k) cleared and DOT conforming
breath alcohol screener; 5 second blowing and response
time; .00–.40% BAC detection range. Includes owner's
manual, quick start guide, and 1 year warranty.

Home Diagnostic Equipment
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Available
Product # Color UOMs HCPCS
MIO0050USBLU2 Blue Ea,Bx6 N/A
MIO0050USPNK2 Pink Ea,Bx6 N/A

MIO Step 1 Pedometer
Records steps, distance walked and calories burned. Precision digital design
allows you to see information as you are exercising. User programmable with
stride length and weight for increased accuracy. Includes stopwatch to time your
daily walk; clips onto belt or waist band. Take your first steps to a healthier life
with MIO Step 1. Limited 1 year warranty.

Body Fat Analyzer
Me a s u r e s
body fat
weight and

percentage (4.0% to
50.0%) in seconds, with clinical-
ly proven accuracy. Athlete
mode for accurate results with
athletes. Additional body mass
index reading (7.0 to 90.0)
provides added tracking abili-
ty. Saves time with nine person-

al profile memory. Provides accurate and quick results in 7 seconds. For ages 10
to 80 years, weight of 23 to 440.5lbs, male and female. Includes 2 AAA batter-
ies, instruction manual and “Body Logic Guide to Wellness, Fitness & Nutrition”.
1-year warranty.

Omron®

Quest Products, Inc.

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
MARHBF306C Ea N/A

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
QUE00106 Ea N/A

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
QUEQ3IUVHAWK Ea N/A

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
QUEQ3I2500 Ea N/A

Aerobic HIP Pedometer
A simple and accurate pedometer designed for
aerobic activity. Measures steps, moderate
steps, minutes, calories and distance. 7 day
history lets you review a full week of
excercise. Resets at midnight automatically
so it's ready to go in the morning. Large
display with clock. Uses 1 lithium battery,
CR2032, installed.Weight: approximately 1.25
oz with battery, 2" diameter x 1 inch deep.

Includes instruction manual.

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
MARHJ151 Ea N/A

What is High Blood Pressure?
Blood pressure is the force in the arteries when the heart beats (systolic pressure) and when the heart is at rest (diastolic

pressure). It's measured in millimeters of mercury (mm Hg). High blood pressure (or hypertension) is defined in an adult as a

blood pressure greater than or equal to 140 mm Hg systolic pressure or greater than or equal to 90 mm Hg diastolic pressure.

New
Color!

See our expanded line of respiratory products for home use!
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LifeGuard30™ Mobile Medical Records
Display

LifeGuard30™ is a portable keychain-sized device that
displays the owner’s medical history during an emergency.
Designed for use by first responders and hospital
personnel, LifeGuard30™ protects privacy and works
without external power, computers, internet, or phones.
Thirty or more pages of information can be displayed,
virus-free, including medications
taken, allergies, current and
past medical conditions,
emergency contacts, and
more. Measures 2.5"W x
2.625"H x .75"D closed.
Weight 0.33 lb. 2-year warranty

Diagnostic & Medical Equipment
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Vivre Medical Inc.

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
VIVLG30 Ea N/A

Digital Blood Pressure Products

Invacare® Supply Group

Invacare® Advanced Manual Inflate
Blood Pressure Monitor
Semi-automatic, energy
efficient, blood pressure
unit with large digital
display is fast, easy, accurate
and great for travel. Squeeze
bulb for manual inflation; one
button operation. Features Pressure
Rating Indicator™ and irregular heart
beat detection. 30 memory recall calculates and
displays average readings. Includes monitor, cuff, latex-
free bulb,instruction manual (English, French and Spanish), log
book, quick start card and 1 AA battery. Fits arms 9.4 –14.2” (24-36 cm). Latex-
free. 5-year warranty.

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
ISG4004122 Ea A4670

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
ISG4004139 Ea A4670

Invacare® Deluxe One Touch
Digital Wrist Blood Pressure
Monitor
Professional accuracy at
home, great for travel.
Compact unit provides
quick and comfortable
blood pressure and pulse
readings. Large digital
screen displays systolic/ diastolic reading and
pulse rate. 90 memory recall displays average
readings. Features Pressure Rating Indicator™, irregular heart beat detection,
inflation meter, and low battery indicator. Includes monitor, carrying case,
instruction manual (English, French and Spanish), log sheets, quick start card and
2 AAA batteries. Fits wrists 5.3”-8.5” (13.5-21.5 cm). Latex-free. 5-year warranty.

Invacare® Advanced One Step
Blood Pressure Monitor
Clinically validated for
accuracy; large digital
screen displays systolic
/diastolic reading, pulse
rate, date, time, and clock.
One button operation; stores
up to 90 readings and
calculates and displays the
average of total readings stored in
memory. Features Pressure Rating
Indicator™, irregular heart beat detection,
cuff inflation meter, and low battery indicator. Includes monitor, cuff,
instruction manual (English, French and Spanish), log book, and quick
start card. Uses 4 AA batteries or AC adaptor (both must be purchased
separately). Fits arms 9.4”–14.2” (24-36 cm). Latex-free. 5-year
warranty

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
ISG4004153 Ea A4670

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
ISG4004146 Ea A4670

Includes
Regular & Large

Cuffs!

Invacare® Deluxe Dual Memory Blood
Pressure Monitor
Clinically validated for
accuracy; large digital
screen displays systolic
/diastolic reading and pulse
rate for two or more
people. Stores up to 60
readings that can be accessed with
the touch of a button and calculates and
displays the average of total readings stored
in memory. Features Pressure Rating Indicator™,
irregular heart beat detection, cuff inflation meter, and
low battery indicator. Includes monitor, two cuffs- one
regular adult cuff, fits arms 9.4”–14.2” (24-36cm),
and one large cuff, fits arms 14.2”-17.7” (36-45 cm),
quick start card, log book and carrying case. Uses 4 AA
batteries (not included) or AC adaptor (included). Latex-
free. 5-year warranty.

American Heart Association
recommended blood pressure
levels

Blood Pressure Systolic Diastolic
Category (mm Hg) (mm Hg)

Normal less than 120 and less than 80

Prehypertension 120–139 or 80–89

High Stage 1 140–159 or 90–99

High Stage 2 160 or higher or 100 or higher

Bathroom Safety products help reduce the likelihood of a bathroom fall.
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5 Series™ Upper Arm
Blood Pressure Monitor

Clinically proven accurate monitor shows BP
level and pulse rate and features irregular
heartbeat detector, hypertension indicator,
advanced averaging of last three tests, and
IntelliSense® inflation technology for
comfortable testing. Two user mode has 60
memory storage (30 each person). D-ring
cuff fits arms 9”–13”. Includes 4 “AA”

batteries, and carrying/storage Case. 2-Year
Warranty

We Talk!

Digital / Manual Blood Pressure Products
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10 Series™
Blood PressureMonitor
with ComFit™ Cuff

Clinically Proven Accurate monitor has
one touch use, BP level indicator,
irregular heartbeat detector,
IntelliSense® inflation technology for
comfortable testing, Tru Read™ with
advanced averaging, AM/PM
averaging, and calibration check system

with dual sensors that automatically
double checks each reading. ComFit™ cuff

fits arms 9”–17”. Cuff Wrap Guide visually confirms that the cuff is wrapped
correctly. Two user mode has 200 memory storage (1000 each person).
Carrying/storage case included. Operates on 4 AA batteries (not included) or AC
adaptor (included). 5-Year Warranty.

Talking Digital Blood Pressure Monitors
Bilingual voice guide prompts use and announces readings aloud.WHO indicator
provides an instant comparison to the World Health Organization standards.
Features irregular heartbeat indicator, 120-reading memory with 2 memory
banks (60 readings each), automatic one button operation, large LCD display
with date and time stamp and automatic shut off. Displays systolic, diastolic and
pulse readings simultaneously. Includes case, guidebook in English and Spanish,
Quick Start Guide and batteries (4AA for the arm monitor and 2AAA for the wrist
monitor). Arm monitor fits adult arms 11.75”-16.5”. Wrist monitor fits adult
wrists 53⁄8 “- 7 5⁄8”. Lifetime limited warranty.

Mabis/DMI (a Briggs Company)

Omron®

Available
Product # Style UOMs HCPCS
DUR04595001 Arm Monitor Ea A4670
DUR04795001 Wrist Monitor Ea A4670

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
MARBP629 Ea A4670

7 Series™ Upper Arm
Blood Pressure Monitor

Clinically proven accurate monitor shows
BP level and pulse rate and features one
touch use, irregular heartbeat
detector, advanced averaging of last
three tests, IntelliSense® inflation
technology for comfortable testing,
and memory storage for 60 tests.
ComFit™ cuff fits arms 9”–17”. Cuff
Wrap Guide visually confirms that

the cuff is wrapped correctly. Operates
on 4 AA batteries (not included) or AC

adaptor (included). Carrying/storage case included.
5-Year Warranty.

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
MARBP760 Ea A4670

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
MARBP742 Ea A4670

Available
Product # Size UOMs HCPCS
MARH003D Large Cuff 13 - 17" Ea N/A

Optional/Replacement Cuff for Digital Blood Pressure Units
Replacement cuff. H-003D works with models HEM773AC, HEM705CP,
HEM711AC, HEM712C, HEM757, HEM432C, HEM412C, HEM422CRLC,
HEM747IC, and BP742

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
MARBP785 Ea A4670

Cholesterol is a fatty
substance, also called a
lipid, that's produced by the
liver. It's also found in foods
high in saturated fat, like fatty
meats, egg yolks, shellfish, and
whole-milk dairy products. Too
much cholesterol in your blood
may lead to a serious, progres-
sive disease of the arteries,
called atherosclerosis.

3 Series™Wrist Blood
Pressure Monitor

Simple and portable design shows BP
level, pulse rate and time. Features
advanced averaging of the last three tests,
irregular heartbeat detector, IntelliSense®

technology for comfortable testing, and 60
memory storage. Fits wrists 5.25”- 8.5”.
Carrying/storage case and 2 “AAA”

batteries included. 2-year warranty.

A HCPCS code is not a guarantee of coverage or payment.
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Instruments

*Special Order Item

Manual Blood Pressure Products

Invacare® Professional Aneroid Sphygmomanometer
with Nylon Cuff, Pre-gauged
An economical aneroid sphygmomanometer for today’s cost
conscious healthcare market. Features: Black enamel
300mmHg no-pin stop manometer; Navy blue
nylon cuff with range markings to facilitate
selection of correct cuff size; artery label, and
gauge holder; Latex inflation bladder and bulb;
Chrome-plated deflation valve; Complete with
leatherette zippered carrying case and operating
instructions; Assembled, inspected and packaged in the U.S.A.
10-year calibration warranty.

Available
Product # Cuff Size UOMs HCPCS
ISG0220 9 - 13" Ea A4660
ISG0220XLG 13 - 17" Ea A4660

Invacare® Self-Monitoring Home Blood Pressure
Kits with Attached Stethoscope
Quality construction and easy to use. Features:
Black enamel 300mmHg no-pin stop manome-
ter; Navy blue nylon D-ring self-adjusting cuff
with attached diaphragm only scope for one-
handed use; latex inflation bladder and bulb;
chrome-plated deflation valve; Scope features
adjustable chrome binaurals and black 22"
PVC tubing; Zippered carrying case and operating instructions; Assembled, inspect-
ed and packaged in the U.S.A. 10-year calibration warranty.

Invacare® Supply Group

Available
Product # Arm Size UOMs HCPCS
ISG0200ADL Adult 10 - 16" Ea A4660
ISG0200CHL Child 7.25 - 10.25" Ea A4660
ISG0200INF Infant 5.1 - 7.5" Ea A4660
ISG0200LRG Large Adult 13.5 - 20" Ea A4660

Available
Product # Cuff Size UOMs HCPCS
ISG0200 9 - 13" Ea A4660

Invacare® Self-Monitoring Home Blood Pressure Kit
with Unattached Stethoscope
An easy-to-use instrument, including everything
needed for home blood pressure measurement.
Features: Black enamel 300mmHg no-pin stop
manometer; Navy blue nylon D-Ring self-
adjusting cuff for one-handed cuff application;
Latex inflation bladder and bulb; Chrome-plated
deflation valve; Diaphragm only blood pressure scope with black PVC tubing;
Complete with leatherette zippered carrying case and operating instructions;
Assembled, inspected and packaged in the U.S.A. 10-year calibration warranty.

Hypertension is dangerous because
it causes the heart to work extra hard. This strain con-
tributes to heart attacks and stroke. When the heart
is forced to work extra hard for an extended period
of time, it tends to enlarge. A slightly enlarged heart
can function well, but a significantly enlarged heart
cannot.

Invacare® Replacement Parts

Invacare® Replacement Cuff and Bladder
For use with manual units only. Blue nylon, two-tube, latex bladder.

Invacare® Replacement Parts

Available
Product # Size Arm Size Cuff Width UOMs HCPCS
ISG0060 Standard Adult 10" 5.7" Ea N/A
ISG0061 Large Adult 12 - 22" 6.9" Ea N/A
ISG0062 Child 7 - 12" 4.1" Ea N/A
ISG0063 Infant 4.5 - 9.5" 3.0" Ea N/A
ISG0064 Thigh Cuff 15 - 29" 8.3" Ea N/A

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS

Economy Air Release Valve
ISG0056 Ea N/A

Gauge Only
ISG0050 Ea N/A

Latex Bulb & Valve
ISG0055 Ea N/A

Available
Product # Color UOMs HCPCS
ADC768641BK Black Ea A4660
ADC768641RB Royal Blue Ea A4660
ADC768641TL Teal Ea A4660

Pro’s Combo II Kit
Cuff and stethoscope kit has a color-
coordinated professional sphygmo-
mano-meter and Sprague-Rappaport-
type stethoscope. ADCUFF™ calibrated
nylon cuff with Size Guide™ and gauge
holder pocket features a black enamel
300mmHg, no-pin stop manometer and
nickel plated air release valve. Latex
inflation bladder and bulb. Stethoscope
can be used with adults, children and
infants. Threaded chestpiece has two interchangeable diaphragms and three
bells for detection of high, middle, and low-frequency sounds. Double tubing for
acoustic separation. Includes 1 pair of mushroom eartips, 1 pair of rubber eartips,
and 10"L x 6"W x 3"D color-coordinated, nylon carrying case. 2-year inflation
system warranty and 20-year calibration warranty.

American Diagnostic Corporation

Help prevent skin breakdown with pressure relieving products throughout this catalog.
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Pocket Otoscope/Opthalmoscope Set
Otoscope features 2.5V halogen light source for
true tissue color and long lasting lamp
performance; fiber optics for cool, obstruction
free light transmission; wide angle, removable
2.5x viewing lens permits instrumentation;
sealed system with included insufflator fitting
for pneumatic otoscopy. Welch Allyn
disposable polypropylene ear specula in
2.5mm and 4.0mm sizes are convenient,
safe, and economical. Complete
instrument includes insufflator fitting
and tube of 5 each 2.5mm and 4.0mm

specula. Ophthalmoscope features 2.5V
halogen light source for true tissue color and long lasting

lamp performance; 5 aperture selections (small aperture, large aperture,
fixation aperture, semicircle aperture, and red-free filter); 17 lenses from -20 to +20
diopters for better resolution; illuminated dial; silicon coated protection of glass
components. Built-in lens dust cover. Rubber brow rest prevents scratching of
eyeglasses. Pocket clip with integral on/off slide switch for ambidextrous use.
Otoscope and opthalmoscope head made from polymid – an impact resistant space
age thermoplastic. Includes one extra otoscope and one extra opthalmoscope lamp.
AA metal battery handle interchanges between pocket otoscope and ophthalmoscope.
Lifetime Quality Performance Guarantee on optics. AA battery included.

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
ADC5110N Ea N/A

Professional Diagnostics

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
ADC351 Pk6 N/A

ADLITE™
Sealed concentric beam, disposable
diagnostic penlight. Activated by
depressing pocket clip. Measures 5"
long, 1/2" diameter.

Standard 2.5V Diagnostic Set
Competitively priced 2.5V Diagnostic Set in a
fitted case. The ADC 2.5V diagnostic set
features: Ophthalmoscope head with lens
wheel features 19 corrective lenses from -20
to +20 diopters; Otoscope head with
removable 4x magnifying lens, and
insufflator fitting; Bayonet head locking
mounts for secure connection to the battery
handle; C cell powered battery handle with
rheostatic on/off switch; Auto-clavable,

polypropylene ear specula in 2.5mm, 3.5mm, and 4.5mm sizes; Adapter to allow use
with Welch Allyn or compatible disposable specula. Complete in zippered case with
fitted foam insert that is scuff and scratch resistant and cleans easily. Weighs 20 oz.
Inspected and packaged in the U.S.A. from foreign components. Batteries NOT
included. 1-year warranty.

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
ADC5211 Ea N/A

Economy Otoscope
An affordable otoscope that offers high
quality optics and workmanship. Chrome-
plated brass instrument with knurled grip
and satin finish. Bayonet-mounted, lock-
ing otoscope head. Rheostatic power
switch. 4x magnifying lens slides away for
instrumentation. Compact instrument is
just 7-1/2"L and weighs 7oz. Includes
leatherette carrying case, 3 reusable
specula (2.5, 3.5 and 4.5mm). Uses 2 C
batteries (not included). 1-year warranty.

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
ADC5210 Ea N/A

American Diagnostic Corporation

Fabrication Enterprises

Baseline BMI Body Fat Scale
Made of tempered glass and stainless steel,
measures weight, body fat, and hydration %.
Large LCD display reads in pounds or
kilograms. Features adult and child modes
with 8-person memory. Requires 1 9V
alkaline battery (not included).Weight
capacity: 330 lbs. (150KGS) 6-month

warranty.

High Capacity Digital Floor Scale
Easy to read 1.25" LCD display measures
weight in kilograms or pounds, in 0.1lb
or 0.05kg increments. Large, stable, all
metal base 12 5/8"W x 12 1/2"D, has
easy to clean plastic platform.
440lb/200kg weight capacity; product
weight 4.5lbs. Includes two 3-volt lithium
batteries. EMR connectivity via USB port. 1-
year limited warranty.

Scales

Health O Meter®

Large Dial Scale
Scale features durable steel base,

oversized platform with
large, 6.5 inch easy to
read dial and non-slip
mat. Reads weight in
pounds and kilograms,
in 1.5lb/0.5kg gradations.
Platform measures 9

7/16"W x 10 3/8"D".
Capacity 330lb/150kg; product

weight 8 lbs.1-year limited warranty.

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
HLM142KL Ea N/A

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
HLM844KL Ea N/A

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
FAB121190 Ea N/A

Dial close-up view

We have a full line of nutritional supplements, enteral feeding pumps and accessories!
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Health O Meter® Digital 2-Piece Platform Scale
with Remote Display
Two-piece digital scale with remote LCD display
features: Non-slip mat on 12 3/4"W x 12"D
heavy duty steel platform. 9' cord allows
easy, safe positioning of the display
on the wall or on a table (enclosed
table-top bracket). 1/2" LCD displays
weight. Features auto zero, auto off, EMR
connectivity via RS232 serial port. Operates
on one 9V battery (included) or optional 120V
AC adapter; Capacity: 400 lbs x 0.2 lb; 180 kg x 0.05 kg. 2 year
limited warranty. Shipping Weight: 24 lbs.

Health O Meter® Pro Raised Dial Scale
Precise and accurate weight measurement and no
batteries to replace. Extra large platform measures
11.5"W 13"D. Heavy duty steel base with non-slip
textured mat. 8" diameter easy-to-read dial (raised
4") with large numbers. 400 lb. capacity with 1lb.
gradations. 1 year limited warranty. Product
weight: 9lbs.

Diagnostic & Medical Equipment
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Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
HLM160KL Ea N/A

Health O Meter® Dial Scale
Combines economy with accuracy in a home
care scale. Steel base, non-slip mat on 10-
1/4"W x 9 7/8"D" platform, easy-to-
read dial. 270 lb weight capacity with
1lb gradations. 1 year limited
warranty. Product weight: 5lbs (in
carton).

Low Profile Digital Floor Scale
Low profile scale has easy to read display with
1.5 inch LCD. Large stable platform, 12
1/4” x 12 1/4”, features metal base, easy
to clean plastic platform, auto zero, 5
second weight hold, and auto off.
Weighs in kilograms and pounds
in 0.2lb/0.1kg increments.
3-volt lithium battery
included. Product
weight: 4 lbs. Weight
capacity: 397lb/180kg.
1-year limited warranty.

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
HLM800KL Ea N/A

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
HLM100LB Ea N/A

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
HLM349KLX Ea N/A

Digital Physician Scale
High capacity, 500 lb/220 kg digital scale measures weight in
0.2 lb /0.1 kg increments with easy-to-read, 1 inch high
LCD readout. The large, low platform has a non-skid
mat for stability and easy access. User friendly
interface features include: BMI (easy
scroll method), hold/release for
easy read after the patient
leaves the scale; zero,
clear and enter
functions using
large, easy-to-
see touchpad;
auto-zero to
maintain accuracy
without calibration, 5 minute
auto-off (AC mode disabled); low
battery indicator and kg/lb lockout
to reduce mistakes. Features height rod (measures
30"-84.5", 76cm-214cm), strong aluminum pillar and 2
wheels. All digital technology with updateable firmware; EMR connectivity
available via USB. Platform dimension: 12.75"W x 15.5"D. Product weight: 21
lb, shipping weight 26 lbs. 2-year warranty.

drop

ship

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
HLM500KL* Ea N/A

*Special Order Item

Health O Meter® Physician Beam Scales
This industry standard beam scale provides factory calibrated
accurate readings and long term durability. Rotating, lock-in
poise bar for error-free operation. Professional height rod range
23 5/8" to 84", 60cm-213cm. Heavy-duty steel base for
improved strength and durability, powder coated non-rust inside
and out. Platform measures 10.5"W x 14"D, with non-slip black
mat. 500lb/200kg weight capacity measures in 1/4lb/100kg
increments. Assembly required. 10 year limited warranty.

Digital Physician Waist-High Scale
Digital Physician Waist-High Scale with high weighing capacity,
low profile, large base and user friendly interface. Features: 350°
swivel display with 1" LCD; large 14-3/4"W x 14-11/16" D
platform, BMI (easy scroll method), hold/release, auto zero, auto
off, 2 wheels and handle for maximum portability. EMR
connectivity via USB port. Operates on 6 D-cell batteries (not
included) or 120V AC adapter (included). Weight capacity: 600lb
in 0.2lb gradations/ 272kg in 0.1kg gradations. Shipping weight:
28 lbs. 2-year limited warranty.

Available
Product # Capacity UOMs HCPCS
HLM402KL 440lbs / 200kg Ea N/A

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
HLM599KL Ea N/A

Meter close-up view

Control Panel
close-up view

We are your most complete source of home health supplies! If you don’t see it, ask us for it!
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Talking
Digital Glass Scale

6 MM tempered glass scale speaks
English and Spanish. Tap on to
start, features auto zero
and auto off, low battery
and overload indication.

Platform size 11.75”L x 11.75”W
x 1”H. Measures in lbs or kg,
(0.2lbs/0.1kg increments). Operated by 3
AAA batteries (included). Weight capacity
330lbs/150kg. Silver.

Stethoscopes
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Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
LIFA58C0726 Ea N/A

Lifelabs

Invacare® Tubing Color Chart

Stethoscopes

Available
Product # Color UOMs HCPCS
ISG0110BLK Black Ea N/A
ISG0110GRN Green Ea N/A
ISG0110GRY Gray Ea N/A
ISG0110LAV* Lavender Ea N/A
ISG0110LBL Light Blue Ea N/A
ISG0110ROY Royal Blue Ea N/A
ISG0110TEA Teal Ea N/A

Invacare® Nurse-type Stethoscope
Lightweight aluminum chestpiece
construction. Non-chill rim for patient
comfort. Adjustable chrome-plated brass
binaural with pure white ABS eartip. One-
piece molded PVC Y-tubing. 22"L. See ISG
Color Chart for color selection.

Red

Boysenberry

Light Blue

Lavender

Pink

Green

Teal

Gray

Black

Choose from an assortment of designer colors to
match any outfit!

Invacare® Supply Group

Royal Blue

Available
Product # Color Misc Info UOMs HCPCS
ISG0120BLK Black Ea N/A
ISG0120GRN* Green Special Order Ea N/A
ISG0120GRY* Gray Special Order Ea N/A
ISG0120LBL Light Blue Ea N/A
ISG0120PNK Pink Ea N/A
ISG0120RED Red Ea N/A
ISG0120ROY Royal Blue Ea N/A
ISG0120TEA Teal Ea N/A

Invacare® Dual-head Stethoscopes
High-density zinc alloy diaphragm and
bell chestpiece. Non-chill ring for patient
comfort. Adjustable chrome-plated brass
binaural with pure white ABS eartip.
One-piece molded thick wall Y-tubing.
22"L.

Invacare® Sprague-Rappaport-Type
Stethoscope
with Accessory Pack
Five-in-one, zinc alloy-treated, chrome-
plated chestpiece with 5 different size
chestpiece bells. Latex-free, thick wall
tubing. Patented chestpiece design
prevents acoustic leakage. 22"L.
Accessory pack contains: Adult and

pediatric-size, chrome-plated, zinc alloy bell; three plastic black nonchill bells;
two different size spare diaphragms, one pair mushroom eartips, one pair clear
PVC eartips.

Available
Product # Color UOMs HCPCS
ISG0130BLK Black Ea N/A
ISG0130BOY Boysenberry Ea N/A
ISG0130GRN Green Ea N/A
ISG0130GRY Gray Ea N/A
ISG0130LAV Lavender Ea N/A
ISG0130LBL Light Blue Ea N/A
ISG0130PNK Pink Ea N/A
ISG0130ROY Royal Blue Ea N/A
ISG0130TEA Teal Ea N/A

American Diagnostic Corporation

The Adscope 603 Series
Combination adult size, surgical stainless
steel chestpiece for outstanding
performance and rugged durability. Extra
large bell (1 3/8” diameter) for greater
amplification and crisper high frequency
response. Color coordination non-chill bell
and diaphragm retaining rim for patient
comfort. Features stainless steel binaurals,
reinforcing yoke molded into flexible 22”
PVC “Y” tubing and Adsoft deluxe PVC

eartips (in small and large). Spare diaphragm and scope ID tag included.Weighs
6.5 oz, overall length 31”. Lifetime warranty.

Available
Product # Color UOMs HCPCS
ADC603BK Black Ea N/A
ADC603DG Dark Green Ea N/A
ADC603FL Frosted Lilac Ea N/A

*Special Order Item*Special Order Item

I Talk!

We have a full line of Ostomy supplies!
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*Special Order Item

The Adscope 609 Series
Combination adult lightweight aluminum
chestpiece has extra large 1 3/8” diameter
bell and highly sensitive 1 ¾” diaphragm.
Non-chill bell and diaphragm retaining rim
for patient comfort. Features internal
spring binaurals and custom molded 22”
PVC tubing. Includes Adsoft PVC eartips
(large size) and spare diaphragm. Weighs
just 4.5 oz., overall length 31”. Five year
warranty.

3M™

Available
Product # Color UOMs HCPCS
ADC609BK Black Ea N/A
ADC609FG Frosted Glacier Ea N/A
ADC609RB Royal Blue Ea N/A

Match your outfit with new colors!

3M™ Littmann® Color Guide

Littmann® Classic II Pediatric and Infant Stethoscopes
Designed for pediatric and infant auscultation.
Tunable diaphragm assures high acoustic sensitivity.
Features solid stainless steel chestpiece, single-lumen
tubing, non-chill rims and soft-sealing eartips. 28"L.
3-year warranty.

3M™ Littmann® Cardiology S.T.C. Stethoscope
Outstanding acoustics combined with a unique and
easy-to-grasp, soft-touch chestpiece allow easy
movement between auscultation sites. The Littmann
Cardiology S.T.C. stethoscope's innovative design
allows easy movement and handling by the
healthcare provider while still providing outstanding
acoustics. The tunable diaphragm allows the user to
conveniently alternate between low- and high-
frequency sounds by applying a simple pressure on
the chestpiece. Dual-lumen design helps eliminate
noise artifact. Comfortably angled, anatomically
correct headset with patented Snap Tight soft-sealing
ear tips. Patient-friendly, nonchill rim and diaphragm.
Six-year warranty.

Available
Product # Color UOMs HCPCS
MMM4471 Black Ea N/A
MMM4472 Burgundy Ea N/A
MMM4473 Navy Blue Ea N/A

Available
Product # Color UOMs HCPCS

Infant Stethoscope
MMM2114 3/4" Bell Black Ea N/A
MMM2114R 3/4" Bell Red Ea N/A
MMM2124 3/4" Bell Carribean Blue Ea N/A
MMM2125 3/4" Bell Raspberry Ea N/A
MMM2126 3/4" Bell Lilac Ea N/A

Pediatric Stethoscope
MMM2113 1" Bell Black Ea N/A
MMM2122 1" Bell Raspberry Ea N/A
MMM2123 1" Bell Navy Blue Ea N/A
MMM2113R 1" Bell Red Ea N/A
MMM2119 1" Bell Caribbean Blue Ea N/A

3M™ Littmann® Master Classic II Stethoscope
Improved acoustics with finger contoured,
single-sided chestpiece with tunable diaphragm.
Switches from high to low frequency response
without interruption. Light, portable high-
performance scope with single lumen tubing and
soft-sealing eartips. Black Edition model has
black-plated chest piece and eartubes. 27"L.
3-year warranty.

Available
Product # Color UOMs HCPCS
MMM2141 27" Black Edition Ea N/A
MMM2143 27" Purple Ea N/A
MMM2144L 27" Black Ea N/A
MMM2146 27" Burgundy Ea N/A
MMM2147 27" Navy Blue Ea N/A
MMM2630 27" Carribean Blue Ea N/A
MMM2632 27" Hunter Green Ea N/A
MMM2633 27" Ceil Blue Ea N/A

Managing pressure is taken to a new level with new cushions, mattresses and overlays!
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Available
Product # Color UOMs HCPCS
MMM2159 Short, 22" Black Ea N/A
MMM2160 27" Black Ea N/A
MMM2161 27" Black Edition Ea N/A
MMM2163 27" Burgundy Ea N/A
MMM2164 27" Navy Blue Ea N/A
MMM2165 27" Hunter Green Ea N/A
MMM2167 27" Plum Ea N/A

3M™ Littmann® Master Cardiology Stethoscope
The ultimate acoustical stethoscope. Hear both
high and low frequency sounds from a
single-sided, stainless steel chestpiece with
tunable diaphragm. Special procedures
adapter for difficult site and pediatric auscul-
tation. Nonchill rim and soft-sealing eartips.
Black Edition model has black-coated chest
piece and eartubes. Available in 22 or 27"L. 7-
year warranty.

3M™ Littmann® Classic II S.E. Stethoscope
Tunable diaphragm assures high acoustic
sensitivity. Features compact, durable, single
lumen tubing; solid stainless steel combination
chestpiece; nonchill rims; soft-sealing eartips.
28"L. 3-year warranty.

Available
Product # Color UOMs HCPCS
MMM2201 28" Black Ea N/A
MMM2820CPR 28" Chocolate Copper accents Ea N/A
MMM2203 28" Gray Ea N/A
MMM2205 28" Navy Blue Ea N/A
MMM2206 28" Carribean Blue Ea N/A
MMM2208 28" Hunter Green Ea N/A
MMM2209 28" Purple Ea N/A
MMM2210 28" Raspberry Ea N/A
MMM2211 28" Burgundy Ea N/A
MMM2812 28" Orange Ea N/A
MMM2813 28" Ceil Blue Ea N/A
MMM2814 28" Seafoam Green Ea N/A
MMM2218BE 28" Black Edition Ea N/A
MMM2819 28" Ocean Blue Ea N/A
MMM2201BRS 28" Black Brass accents Ea N/A
MMM2822 28" Peach Ea N/A

3M™ Littmann® Select Stethoscope
An affordable stethoscope for general
examination needs. Patented single-side
chestpiece for both low and high frequen-
cies. 28"L. 2-year warranty.

Available
Product # Color UOMs HCPCS
MMM2290 28" Black Ea N/A
MMM2291 28" Caribbean Blue Ea N/A
MMM2293 28" Burgundy Ea N/A
MMM2294 28" Purple Ea N/A
MMM2296 28" Raspberry Ea N/A
MMM2298 28" Royal Blue Ea N/A
MMM2306 28" Ocean Blue Ea N/A
MMM2310 28" Peach Ea N/A

3M™ Littmann® Lightweight II S.E. Stethoscope
General-purpose stethoscope with an improved
design that provides reliable acoustics for basic
blood pressure and limited physical assessment.
28"Long. 2-year warranty.

3M™ Littmann® Cardiology III Stethoscope
Exceptionally versatile adult and pediatric-sided
scope with outstanding acoustics. Features two
tunable diaphragms, solid stainless steel
chestpiece, adjustable double-leaf binaural
spring, nonchill rim and soft-sealing eartips.
5-year warranty.

Available
Product # Color UOMs HCPCS
MMM2450 Black Ea N/A
MMM2451 Burgundy Ea N/A
MMM2452 Caribbean Blue Ea N/A
MMM2453 Lilac Ea N/A
MMM2454 Ceil Blue Ea N/A
MMM2455 Seafoam Green Ea N/A

*Special Order Item

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
MMM3100BK27 Ea N/A

3M™ Littmann™ Electronic Stethoscope
3M™ Littmann™ Model 3100 offers improved
sound quality and ease-of-use to help you make a
clear diagnosis, every time. Exceptional sound
quality reduces background noise an average of
85% with our proprietary Ambient Noise Reduction
Technology and amplifies sounds up to 24 times to

hear faint sounds you might otherwise
miss. Easy to use for quick
auscultation every time; designed
to ensure comfort and durability
for everyday use, weighing about
the same as a cardiology-grade

acoustic stethoscope. Comes with
two sizes of 3M™ Littmann® Snap Tight

Soft-Sealing Eartips for a custom fit and non-chill
diaphragm for patient comfort.

Available
Product # Color UOMs HCPCS
MMM3127 22" Black Ea N/A
MMM3128 27" Black Ea N/A
MMM3129 27" Burgundy Ea N/A
MMM3130 27" Navy Blue Ea N/A
MMM3131BE* 27" Black edition Ea N/A
MMM3134 27" Hunter Green Ea N/A
MMM3135 27" Plum Ea N/A

Using a Dual Head Stethoscope
The chest piece at the end of the stethoscope has
two sides: the diaphragm and the bell. The bell side
of the stethoscope is used to listen to low frequency
sounds, like intestinal sounds or heart murmurs. The
diaphragm is used for higher pitched sounds, like
lung sounds.

Help patients stay healthy! Home diagnostic items can help.
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3M™ Littmann®

Electronic Stethoscope
Model 3200

Delivers both exceptional sound quality
and a simple-to-operate user interface
with on-board recording and playback
capabilities, Bluetooth® technology to
wirelessly transfer sounds to your PC for
further analysis, free heart & lung sound
visualization software, and available
software that identifies suspected heart
murmurs with a Class I indication.
Proprietary Ambient Noise Reduction
Technology (ANR) reduces background
noise 85% on average without eliminating critical body sounds. Features
Acoustic Seal Eartips that creates a tight acoustic seal from ambient noise
entering through eartip connections and Frictional Noise Reduction Technology
that helps reduce handling noises compared to previous electronic models. Up to
24X Sound Amplification provides extra listening power for when you need it;
helpful when a heart, lung or body sound is especially faint. May be useful for
overly obese patients. May be helpful when the patient's clothing restricts
listening experience. Includes AA battery and PC connection; 27” long tube.

Diagnostic & Medical Equipment
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Available
Product # Color UOMs HCPCS
MMM3200BK27 22" Black Ea N/A
MMM3200BU 27" Burgundy Ea N/A
MMM3200BU 27" Navy Blue Ea N/A

Shown In
Burdundy

Snap-tight Soft-sealing Ear Tips

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
MMM2181 1-1/4" Pk102 N/A

Double-Stick Discs
Ideal for securing stethoscope chestpieces to the skin, freeing user’s hands to
operate other equipment. Pre-cut, hypoallergenic and easy-to-use.

3M™ Littmann®

Stethoscope Identification Tag
Adjustable design allows it to fit securely
on all Littmann® stethoscope models at
the yoke area. Durable and attractive.
Customer has the option to affix either a
write-on or engravable nameplate – both
are included in the package.

Available
Product # Size Color UOMs HCPCS
MMM37809 Small Black Pk2,Cs10 N/A
MMM37810A Small Gray Pk2,Cs10 N/A
MMM37812A Large Gray Pk2,Cs10 N/A
MMM37811 Large Black Pk2,Cs10 N/A

Stethoscope Accessories

3M™

Available
Product # Color UOMs HCPCS
MMM2170 Black Ea,Pk5 N/A
MMM2171 Gray Ea,Pk5 N/A

Invacare® Supply Group

Thermometers

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
ISG4052807 Ea N/A

60 Second Digital Thermometer
Fast, accurate and safe 60-second
readout. For oral, rectal or underarm
use. Features high temperature alarm (over 99.5 ºF), auto shut-off, last temperature
recall, large, easy-to-read digital display and long life battery. Tone signal indicates
peak temperature. Includes English/Spanish/French instructions, convenient storage
case and 5 probe covers. Non-replaceable long-life battery. Limited one-year
warranty.

Instant Ear Thermometer
Fast, one-second readout with clinical accuracy.
One-touch operation with large, easy-to-read
digital display in F and C. Nite-Glo™
display allows you to take readings while
your child is sleeping. Tone signal indicates
peak temperature and fever alarm sounds
for temperatures above 100.4 ºF (38.0 ºC).
Memory recall of up to 10 measurements. No probe cover
required. Compact design fits in the palm of your hand and
features automatic shut off. Includes one lithium battery, zippered
storage case and English/Spanish/French detailed guidebook. 5-year warranty.

Stick Thermometer Disposable Probe Covers
Fits most digital thermometers.

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
ISG4052845 Ea N/A

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
ISG4052821 Bx30 N/A

Available
Product # Sterility UOMs HCPCS
MMM5122T Sterile Bx100,Cs20 N/A
MMM5147 Non-Sterile Bx250,Cs24 N/A

3M™ Tempa-DOT™ Single-Use Clinical Thermometer
These soft, flexible, non-toxic thermometers are
ideal for oral and axillary use. Designed for
one-time use, these disposable thermometers
accurately assess infant, pediatric and adult
temperatures in 60 seconds, while eliminating
the risk of patient cross-infection. Temperature
in Fahrenheit. Individually wrapped. Latex-free.

3M™

We have a full line of nutritional supplements, enteral feeding pumps and accessories!
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9 Second Digital Thermometer
Fast, 9 second readout with a soft, flexible tip
that conforms to the mouth and stays in place.

Suitable for oral, rectal or underarm use.
Professional accuracy; beeps at peak temperature and

features memory recall and automatic shut off. Mercury free
thermometer is waterproof and includes 5 probe covers and storage

case. Limited lifetime warranty.

Talking Non-Contact Thermometer
Scan thermometer provides one second

results in English, French, Spanish- or silence. Simply aim the
unit 2 inches from the skin at the forehead (over the right
temple), press the button, and the temperature is displayed
on a large, backlit digital screen. Measures room, surface or

body temperature in ºF or ºC, with
memory of the last 32 readings.
Features an alarm for readings above
“normal” range and automatic shut-

off. Includes user manual, two AAA
batteries, and storage pouch. 1-year warranty.

RediScan™ Infrared Thermometer
with Digital Readout
Non-contact, easy-to-read thermometer measures forehead and
objects with a 1-second, wide range readout: 50˚F-122˚F person,
32˚F-221˚F object/liquid. Features Nite-Glo® display, fever alarm,
10-reading memory recall, ˚F or ˚C reading, and automatic shut-
off. Includes convenient storage bag, detailed guidebook in
English and Spanish, and 2 AAA batteries. 5-year limited
warranty.

Adtemp™ Tympanic Probe
Covers

Replacement probe covers for 424 Adtemp™
EarThermometer. Each box contains two convenient

dispenser packages of 20 sheaths each.

ADTEMP™ Temple Touch Thermometer
Provides an accurate 6 second non-invasive

temperature reading at the temple, using patented
conductive technology; no probe covers needed. Features

audible tone when measurement is complete, last reading memory
and automatic shut-off. Water resistant; uses 2 “AAA” batteries

(included), minimum of 1,000 readings over a 2 year period. Dual scale for
readings in F/C, temperature range 95-107.6 degrees F, +/- .2 degrees (35-42
degrees C =/- .1 degree C). Retail blister package can hang on a hook. Latex-free,
2-year warranty.

Thermometers

70

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
KND303000* - Thermometer Ea N/A

Genius™ 2 Tympanic Thermometer
with Base
Infrared ear thermometer provides +/-
0.1º C accuracy in 1-2 seconds. Peak
Select™ technology records and analyzes
up to 100 temperature measurements for
each reading.Tapered probe tip facilitates
proper ear canal alignment minimizing
technique related errors and increasing

patient comfort. No touch probe cover application and ejection reduce potential of
cross contamination. Programmable display shows oral, rectal, axillary and core or
an absolute temperature reading in ear mode. Operates on 3 AAA batteries
(included) for 15,000 measurements. ASTM and CEN compliant. 1-year full
manufacturer warranty.

Mabis/DMI (a Briggs Company)

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
KND504000 - Thermometer Ea N/A

FILAC 3000 EZ Oral/Axillary Complete
Accurate reading in under 4 seconds or advanced
accuracy reading in under 6 seconds. Stands upright
on a flat surface. Features intuitive, icon based,
interface system with backlight LCD display. Unique
progress bar indicates the status of temperature
measurement. Push button probe cover ejection;
patented isolation chamber design and durable
probe covers minimize cross-contamination.
Operates on 4 AA batteries included for 6000
measurements. 1-year full manufacturer warranty.

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
KND303030 - Probe covers Cs2112 N/A

Genius™ 2 Thermometer Probe Covers
Single use, disposable tapered covers.

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
KND500500 - Probe covers Cs500 N/A

FILAC 3000 EZ Probe Covers
Single use, durable probe covers.

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
DUR18535000 Ea N/A

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
THMTCG102 Ea,Cs40 N/A

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
DUR15737000 Ea,Bx6 N/A

American Diagnostic Corporation

Thermomedics

Adtemp™ Tympanic Ear Thermometer
Easy to use tympanic thermometer
measures core temperature instantly and
beeps when complete. Convenient,
economical, probe covers make it the ideal

instrument for use on all types of patients.
Features: 1 second measurement, large illuminated

display, F/C switchable display, fever alarm at 99.5 °F
(37.5°C), and last reading memory. Includes 1.55v (CR2032)

lithium battery, 20 probe covers in convenient dispenser, and desktop
storage caddy. Latex-free; 2-year warranty

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
ADC424 Ea N/A

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
ADC42540 Pk40,Cs24 N/A

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
ADC427Q Ea N/A

Covidien

I Talk!

*Special Order Item

See our expanded line of respiratory products for home use!
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